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The President's son and daughter are abducted, and
Detective Alex Cross is one of the first on the scene. But
someone very high-up is using the FBI, Secret Service,
and CIA to keep him off the case and in the dark. A
deadly contagion in the water supply cripples half of the
capital, and Alex discovers that someone may be about
to unleash the most devastating attack the United States
has ever experienced. As his window for solving both
crimes narrows, Alex makes a desperate decision that
goes against everything he believes--one that may alter
the fate of the entire country. KILL ALEX CROSS is
faster, more exciting, and more tightly wound than any
Alex Cross thriller James Patterson has ever written!
While grieving her husband's murder, a young Colorado
veterinarian meets a troubled FBI agent and begins to
uncover the world's most sinister secrets in this thriller
from James Patterson. Frannie O'Neill is a young and
talented veterinarian living in Colorado. Plagued by the
mysterious murder of her husband, Frannie throws
herself into her work, but it is not long before another
bizarre murder occurs and Kit Harrison, a troubled and
unconventional FBI agent, arrives on her doorstep. Late
one night, near the woods of her animal hospital, Frannie
stumbles upon a strange, astonishing phenomenon that
will change the course of her life forever: an eleven-yearold girl named Max. With breathtaking energy, Max leads
Frannie and Kit to uncover one of the most diabolical and
inhuman plots of modern science. Bold and compelling,
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When the Wind Blows is a story of suspense and
passion as only James Patterson could tell it.
For Alex Cross, the toughest cases hit close to homeand in this deadly thrill ride, he's trying to solve the most
personal mystery of his life. When his cousin is accused
of a heinous crime, Alex Cross returns to his North
Carolina hometown for the first time in over three
decades. As he tries to prove his cousin's innocence in a
town where everyone seems to be on the take, Cross
unearths a family secret that forces him to question
everything he's ever known. Chasing a ghost he believed
was long dead, Cross gets pulled into a case that has
local cops scratching their heads and needing his help: a
grisly string of socialite murders. Now he's hot on the trail
of both a brutal killer, and the truth about his own pastand the answers he finds might be fatal.
The murder of a glamorous DC socialite becomes Alex
Cross’s deadliest case since Along Came a Spider. Kay
Willingham led a life as glamorous as it was public—she
was a gorgeous Georgetown socialite, philanthropist,
and the ex-wife of the vice president. So why was she
parked in a Bentley convertible idling behind a DC
private school, in the middle of the night, with the man
who was the head of that school? Who shot them both,
point blank, and why? The shocking double homicide is
blazed across the internet, TV, newspapers—and across
Alex Cross's mind. Kay had been his patient once. And
maybe more. While John Sampson of DC Metro Police
investigates the last movements of Christopher Randall,
the educator killed along with Kay Willingham, detective
Alex Cross and FBI special agent Ned Mahoney find
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unanswered questions from Willingham's past, before
she arrived in DC and became known in DC society as
someone who could make things happen. They travel to
Alabama to investigate Kay's early years. There they find
a world of trouble, corruption, and secrets, all of them
closed to outsiders like Cross and Mahoney. Kay had
many enemies, but all of them seemed to need her alive.
The harder the investigators push, the more resistance
they find when they leave behind the polite law offices
and doctors' quarters of the state capital. Alex Cross will
need to use all his skills as a doctor, a detective, and a
family man to prevent that resistance from turning lethal .
. . again.
The second novel in the bestselling Alex Cross series
_____________________________ 'No one gets this
big without amazing natural storytelling talent - which is
what Jim has, in spades. The Alex Cross series proves
it.' LEE CHILD, international bestselling author of the
Jack Reacher series
_____________________________ Detective Alex
Cross is caught between two murderous masterminds,
but he isn't the only one in danger this time... When his
niece goes missing, Alex Cross follows the trail and
discovers links to a string of abductions, murders, and a
horrifying complication. Two killers are competing to
commit worse crimes than the other and their
collaboration becomes a national threat. With his family
at risk, Alex knows that the investigation puts him directly
in the firing line... Adapted as a major Hollywood movie
starring Morgan Freeman
If Alex Cross stops running, he will die . . . three serial
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killers are on the loose, and they want revenge.
Detective Alex Cross arrests renowned plastic surgeon
Elijah Creem for sleeping with teenage girls. Now, his life
ruined, Creem is out of jail, and he's made sure that no
one will recognize him-by giving himself a new face. A
young woman is found hanging from a sixth-floor
window, and Alex is called to the scene. The victim
recently gave birth, but the baby is nowhere to be found.
Before Alex can begin searching for the missing newborn
and killer, he's called to investigate a second crime. All of
Washington, D.C., is in a panic, and when a third body is
discovered, rumours of three serial killers send the city
into an all-out frenzy. Alex's investigations are going
nowhere, and he's too focused on the cases to notice
that someone has been watching him-and will stop at
nothing until he's dead. With white-hot speed, relentless
drama, and hairpin turns, Alex Cross, Run is James
Patterson's ultimate thrill ride.
A Wall Street crash like never before... A shocking
explosion at the Wall Street stock exchange injures
hundreds of people and brings devastation to one of the
world’s major trading centres. A terrorist organisation
claims responsibility for planting the bomb, but their
motive is unclear. As federal agent Archer Carroll and
trading enforcement director Caitlin Dillon investigate the
attack, all the intelligence points to one thing. The
terrorists don’t simply want to bring chaos to America –
they want to run the entire country.
Unprotected and alone, Alex Cross is chasing a horrible
new breed of killer. When the crimes hit close to home,
he must hunt down the source . . . before it finds him
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first. When the home of Alex Cross's oldest friend, Ellie
Cox, is turned into the worst murder scene Alex has ever
seen, the destruction leads him to believe that he's
chasing his most dangerous enemy yet. As Alex and his
girlfriend, Brianna Stone, become entangled in the
deadly Nigerian underworld of Washington D.C., what
they discover is shocking: a stunningly organized gang of
lethal teenagers headed by a powerful, diabolical manthe African warlord known as the Tiger. Just when the
detectives think they're closing in on the elusive
murderer, the Tiger disappears into thin air. Tracking him
to Africa, Alex knows that he must follow. Alone. Heartstopping, speed-charged, and electrifying, Cross Country
is a stunning thriller from "the man who can't miss"
(Time).
Just when Alex Cross's life is calming down, he is drawn back
into the game to confront a criminal mastermind like no other.
The elaborate murders that have stunned Washington, DC,
are the wildest that Alex Cross and his new girlfriend,
Detective Brianna Stone, have ever seen. This maniac
adores an audience, and stages his killings as spectacles in
public settings. Alex is pursuing a genius of terror who has
the whole city on edge as it waits for his next move. And the
killer loves the attention, no doubt-he even sets up his own
Web site and live video feed to trumpet his madness. And in
Colorado, another criminal mastermind is planning a
triumphant return. From his supermaximum-security prison
cell, Kyle Craig has plotted for years to have one chance at
an impossible escape. If he has to join forces with DC's
Audience Killer to get back at the man who put him in that
cell--Alex Cross--all the better. From the author Time
magazine has called "the man who can't miss," Double Cross
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has the pulse-racing momentum and electrifying thrills that
have made James Patterson a #1 bestselling storyteller all
over the world.
Alex Cross's whole world is crashing down around him. He
has been hunted, stalked like prey, his predator priming
himself for the kill. Cross has devoted his life to protecting
others. Now he's unable to protect even those closest to him.
As a police detective, he has made many enemies, but never
like this. Everything he loves is being taken from him. Soon
he will have nothing and no one left.
Alex Cross encounters his most explosive case ever as a D.
C. assassin picks off politicians . . . and his most deadly
enemy is waiting to kill everyone he loves. Detective Alex
Cross and Bree's wedding plans are put on hold when Alex is
called to the scene of the perfectly executed assassination of
two of Washington D.C.'s most corrupt: a dirty congressmen
and an underhanded lobbyist. Next, the elusive gunman
begins picking off other crooked politicians, sparking a blaze
of theories: is the marksman a hero or a vigilante? The case
explodes, and the FBI assigns agent Max Siegel to the
investigation. As Alex and Siegel battle over jurisdiction, the
murders continue-and they won't stop until Cross and his
family are gone for good. With a supercharged blend of
action, deception, and suspense, Cross Fire is James
Patterson's most visceral and exciting Alex Cross novel ever.
Discover the classic thriller that launched the #1 detective
series of the past twenty-five years, now one of PBS's "100
Great American Reads" Alex Cross is a homicide detective
with a Ph.D. in psychology. He works and lives in the ghettos
of D. C. and looks like Muhammad Ali in his prime. He's a
tough guy from a tough part of town who wears Harris Tweed
jackets and likes to relax by banging out Gershwin tunes on
his baby grand piano. But he also has two adorable kids of
his own, and they are his own special vulnerabilities. Jezzie
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Flanagan is the first woman ever to hold the highly sensitive
job as supervisor of the Secret Service in Washington. Blond,
mysterious, seductive, she's got an outer shell that's as tough
as it is beautiful. She rides her black BMW motorcycle at
speeds of no less than 100 mph. What is she running from?
What is her secret? Alex Cross and Jezzie Flanagan are
about to have a forbidden love affair-at the worst possible
time for both of them. Because Gary Soneji, who wants to
commit the "crime of the century," is playing at the top of his
game. Soneji has outsmarted the FBI, the Secret Service,
and the police. Who will be his next victim? Gary Soneji is
every parent's worst nightmare. He has become Alex Cross's
nightmare. And now, reader, he's about to become yours.
D.C. Detective Alex Cross has seen a lot of crime scenes. But
even he is appalled by the gruesome murders of two joggers
in San Francisco's Golden Gate Park - killings that look more
like the work of savage beasts than humans. Local police are
horrified and even the FBI is baffled. Then, as Cross is called
in to take on the case, the carnage takes off, leaving a trail of
bodies across America and sweeping him to Savannah, Las
Vegas, New Orleans, Los Angeles . . as his nemesis, the
merciless criminal known as the Mastermind, stalks him,
taunts him, and once again, threatens everything he holds
dear...
Alex Cross, I'm coming for you--even from the grave if I have
to. Along Came a Spider killer Gary Soneji has been dead for
over ten years. Alex Cross watched him die. But today, Cross
saw him gun down his partner. Is Soneji alive? A ghost? Or
something even more sinister? Nothing will prepare you for
the wicked truth. BookShots LIGHTNING-FAST STORIES BY
JAMES PATTERSON Novels you can devour in a few hours
Impossible to stop reading All original content from James
Patterson
Men and women from across the nation line the streets of
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Washington, DC to mourn the unexpected death of the
president. Five days later, a sniper's bullet strikes another
devastating blow to the heart of Washington with the
assassination of a prominent senator. The police are under
huge pressure to deliver a speedy response, and as chief of
detectives, Alex Cross's wife Bree Stone is given an
ultimatum: solve the case, or lose her job. Meanwhile, the
new president calls on Cross to lead an unparalleled FBI
investigation to help capture America's most wanted criminal.
The stakes have never been higher for Cross as his courage,
his training, and his capacity for battle are stretched to their
limits in the most important case of his life.
The charges: explosive Alex Cross has never been on the
wrong side of the law - until now. Charged with gunning down
followers of his nemesis Gary Soneji in cold blood, Cross is
being turned into the poster child for trigger-happy cops who
think they're above the law. Cross knows it was self-defence.
But will a jury see it that way? The evidence: shocking As
Cross fights for his freedom, his former partner John
Sampson brings him a gruesome video tied to the mysterious
disappearances of several young girls. Despite his
suspension from the department, Cross can't say no to
Sampson. The illicit investigation leads them to the darkest
corners of the Internet, where murder is just another form of
entertainment. The People vs. Alex Cross: the trial of the
century As the prosecution presents its case, and the nation
watches, even those closest to Cross begin to doubt his
innocence. If he can't convince his own family, how can he
hope to persuade a jury? Although he has everything on the
line, Cross will do whatever it takes to stop a dangerous
criminal... even if he can't save himself.

James Patterson's blockbuster Alex Cross series
has sold over 100 million copies – and now he's
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bringing those thrills to a new generation! Alex's son
Ali is eager to follow in his father's footsteps as a
detective, but when his best friend goes missing,
what price will he have to pay to solve the mystery?
Ali Cross has always looked up to his father, former
detective and FBI agent Alex Cross. While solving
some of the nation's most challenging crimes, his
father always kept his head and did the right thing.
Can Ali have the same strength and resolve? When
Ali's best friend Gabe is reported missing, Ali is
desperate to find him. At the same time, a string of
burglaries targets his neighborhood -- and even his
own house. With his father on trial for a crime he
didn't commit, it's up to Ali to search for clues and
find his friend. But being a kid sleuth isn't easy -especially when your father warns you not to get
involved! -- and Ali soon learns that clues aren't
always what they seem. Will his detective work lead
to a break in Gabe's case or cause even more
trouble for the Cross family?
Alex Cross enters the final showdown with the
relentless killer who has stalked him and his family
for years.? Dr. Alex Cross and Detective John
Sampson venture into the rugged Montana
wilderness--where they will be the prey. They're not
on the job, but on a personal mission. Until they're
attacked by two rival teams of assassins, controlled
by the same mastermind who has stalked Alex and
his family for years. Darkness falls. The river churns
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into rapids. Shots ring out through the forest. No
backup. No way out. Fear no evil.
Just as Alex Cross is beginning to feel that life is
good and he is finally coming out of the depression
he's been in since the death of his wife, he is called
to Union Station train terminal - a man is on the
loose, firing at random into the swarming crowds of
travellers. Psychopath Gary Soneji seems
determined to go down in a blaze of glory, and he
wants Alex Cross to be there. Will this be the final
showdown
Cross My HeartArrow
A one-night stand spirals into a web of dark secrets
in James Patterson's steamy thriller of love, lust, and
murder. Lauren Stillwell is not your average damsel
in distress. When the NYPD cop discovers her
husband leaving a hotel with another woman, she
decides to beat him at his own game. But her
revenge goes dangerously awry, and she finds her
world spiraling into a hell that becomes more
terrifying by the hour. In a further twist of fate,
Lauren must take on a job that threatens everything
she stands for. Now, she's paralyzed by a deadly
secret that could tear her life apart. With her job and
marriage on the line, Lauren's desire for retribution
becomes a lethal inferno as she fights to save her
livelihood-and her life. Patterson takes us on a
twisting roller-coaster ride of thrills in his most
gripping novel yet. This story of love, lust and
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dangerous secrets will have readers' hearts
pounding to the very last page.
WARNING: This is not the actual book Cross My
Heart by James Patterson. Do not buy this Review if
you are looking for a full copy of this great
book.Read this fully encompassing review to get a
literary expert's opinion on the story and characters.
In James Patterson's Cross My Heart, compare the
minds of a criminal who leads an emotionless life
and a family man who solves crimes to keep
Washington D.C. safe. Cross My Heart is the 21st
book of the Alex Cross series and takes the reader
back and forth between the protagonist and
antagonist. In this crime thriller, stakes reach an alltime high as Cross struggles to keep a balance
between work at the homicide department and his
family life. A new villain emerges by the name of
Thierry Mulch who claims to have the ability to
execute the perfect crime.Cross My Heart features
more depth than previous novels and urges the
reader to consider heavy themes about the nature of
humanity. Learn more about Patterson's
achievements, passions, and inspirations for the
Alex Cross series. With heart-racing crimes and raw
emotional elements, Cross My Heart provides
everything a fan of crime thrillers could want. Cheer
on Cross as he tries to improve his career as a
detective and simultaneously become a better family
man in Cross My Heart.
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The stakes are higher than ever for Alex Cross as he
faces his most personal enemy yet: a criminal who
threatens his family. Detective Alex Cross is a family
man at heart: nothing matters more to him than his
children, his grandmother, and his wife Bree. His
love of his family is his anchor, and gives him the
strength to confront evil in his work. One man knows
this deeply, and uses Alex's strength as a weapon
against him in the most unsettling and unexpected
novel of James Patterson's career. When the ones
Cross loves are in danger, he will do anything to
protect them. But if he does anything to protect
them, they will die. Cross My Heart is the most
powerful Alex Cross novel ever, propelled by the
ever-ingenious mind of James Patterson, the world's
#1 bestselling writer.
The third novel in the bestselling Alex Cross series
____________________________________ 'No
one gets this big without amazing natural storytelling
talent - which is what Jim has, in spades. The Alex
Cross series proves it.' LEE CHILD, international
bestselling author of the Jack Reacher series
____________________________________
Washington DC is under siege and Detective Alex
Cross has work to do. A controversial Senator is
found murdered in his bed and a young girl is
savagely killed. Alex Cross is under pressure from
both sides and faced with an impossible choice. Alex
must do the impossible but the people of
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Washington aren't safe, and the clock is ticking
before the killer sets their sights on their ultimate
target. Can he catch the killer behind these nefarious
crimes in time?
In this heart-stopping thriller, Detective Alex Cross and
his beloved fiancé find themselves tangled in a complex
murder investigation, threatening not only public safety,
but their chance at happiness together. Alex Cross is
happy, but his happiness is threatened by a series of
chilling murders—murders with a pattern so twisted, it
leaves investigators reeling. Cross's ingenious pursuit of
the killer produces a suspect: a British diplomat named
Geoffrey Shafer. But proving that Shafer is the murderer
becomes a potentially deadly task. As the diplomat
engages in a brilliant series of surprising countermoves,
in and out of the courtroom, Alex and his fiancée become
hopelessly entangled with the most memorable nemesis
Alex Cross has ever faced. Pop Goes the Weasel
reveals James Patterson at the peak of his power. Here
is a chilling villain no reader will forget, a love story of
great tenderness, and a plot of relentless suspense and
heart-pounding pace. To read Pop Goes the Weasel is to
discover why James Patterson is one of the world's
greatest suspense writers.
Homicide Detective Alex Cross teams up with his wife to
beat a D. C. criminal at his own game. Washington, DC,
has never been more dangerous. After shots pierce the
tranquil nighttime calm of Rock Creek Park, a man is
dead: what looks at first like road rage might be
something much more sinister. But Alex has only just
begun asking questions when he's called across town to
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investigate a new murder, one that hits close to home:
his former boss and the beloved mentor of Alex's wife,
Bree. Now there's a killer on the loose, a long list of
possible suspects, a city in panic, and nobody in charge
of the besieged police force. . . until Bree gets tapped for
the job. As Bree scrambles to find her footing and close
two high-profile cases, new violence stuns the capital.
What should be a time for her to rely on Alex for support
and cooperation is instead a moment of crisis in their
marriage as well as their city when their investigative
instincts clash and their relationship reaches a breaking
point. And the fiendish mind behind all the violence has
appointed himself judge, jury, and executioner, with a
terrifying master plan he's only begun to put in motion.
To beat him at his own game, Alex and Bree must take
the law back into their own hands before he puts them
both out of commission . . . permanently.
In this heart-pounding but touchingly romantic thriller,
Detective Alex Cross pursues the most complex and
brilliant killer he's ever confronted - mysterious criminal
who calls himself the Mastermind. In a series of crimes
that has stunned Washington, D.C., bank robbers have
been laying out precise demands when they enter the
building - and then killing the bank employees and their
families if those instructions are not followed to the letter.
Detective Alex Cross takes on the case, certain that this
is no ordinary bank robber at work - the pathological
need for control and perfection is too great. Cross is in
the midst of a personal crisis at home, but the case
becomes all-consuming as he learns that the
Mastermind is plotting one huge, last, perfect crime.
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A killer with all the skills of a master detective has made
Alex Cross the subject of his deranged "investigation." In
a Virginia penitentiary, Alex Cross and his partner, John
Sampson, witness the execution of a killer they helped
convict. Hours later, they are called to the scene of a
copycat crime. A note signed "M" rests on the corpse.
"You messed up big time, Dr. Cross." Was an innocent
man just put to death? Alex soon realizes he may have
much to answer for, as "M" lures the detective out of the
capital to the sites of multiple homicides, all marked with
distressingly familiar details -- details that conjure up
decades-old cases. Details that conjure up Cross family
secrets. Details that make clear that M is after a prize so
dear that -- were the killer to attain it -- Alex's heart would
no longer have reason to beat.
Since the death of her husband, Anne Dunne and her
three children have struggled in every way. In a last ditch
effort to save the family, Anne plans an elaborate sailing
vacation to bring everyone together once again. But only
an hour out of port, everything is going wrong. The
teenage daughter, Carrie, is planning to drown herself.
The teenage son, Mark, is high on drugs and ten-yearold Ernie is nearly catatonic. This is the worst vacation
ever. Anne manages to pull things together bit by bit, but
just as they begin feeling like a family again, something
catastrophic happens. Survival may be the least of their
concerns. Written with the blistering pace and shocking
twists that only James Patterson can master, SAIL takes
"Lost" and "Survivor" to a new level of terror.
On Christmas Eve, Alex Cross must risk everything to
solve a mystery and stop a hostage situation from
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spiraling out of control. It's Christmas Eve and Detective
Alex Cross has been called out to catch someone who's
robbing his church's poor box. That mission behind him,
Alex returns home to celebrate with Bree, Nana, and his
children. The tree decorating is barely underway before
his phone rings again: a horrific hostage situation is
quickly spiraling out of control. Away from his own family
on the most precious of days, Alex calls upon every
ounce of his training, creativity, and daring to save
another family. Alex risks everything-and he may not
make it back alive on this most sacred of family days.
Alex Cross is a hero for our time, and never more so
than in this story of family, action, and the deepest moral
choices. Merry Christmas, Alex Cross is a holiday classic
for thriller fans everywhere.
Warning: Cross My Heart by James Patterson in A Brief
Read is a summary of the original book. James
Patterson has raised the bar to its highest level, everwhen Alex Cross is the sole fixation of a genius of evil,
intent on proving that his evil mind is the greatest in the
history of time. Family man to the core, his children, his
grandmother, and his wife Bree are the most important
things to Detective Alex Cross. Love of family gives him
strength and is the anchor for him to confront evil in his
work. James Patterson uses that anchor against Alex as
a weapon as unexpected and incredibly unsettling as
any novel in his career. When your loved ones are in
danger, Cross, like you will do anything he can to protect
them. If he does try to protect his family, they will die!
The ingenious mind of James Patterson delivers yet
again with the most powerful novel ever in the Alex
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Cross Series showing why he is the world's #1
Bestselling author!
In broad desert daylight, a mysterious platoon of soldiers
evacuates the entire population of Sunrise Valley,
Nevada. Minutes later, a huge bomb detonates a
hundred feet above the ground and lays waste to homes,
cars, and playgrounds: a town annihilated in an
instant.Alex Cross is on vacation in San Francisco with
his girlfriend, Jamilla Hughes, when he gets the call. The
Russian supercriminal known as the Wolf claims
responsibility for the blast. Major cities around the globe
are threatened with total destruction. The Wolf has
proven he can do it; the only question is, can anyone
stop him in time? Surveillance film of the blast reveals
the presence of another of Alex Cross' most dangerous
enemies, the ruthless assassin known as the Weasel.
World leaders have just four days to prevent an
unimaginable cataclysm. Joining forces with Scotland
Yard and Interpol, Alex fights his way through a torrent of
false leads, impersonators, and foreign agents before he
gets close to the heart of the crimes. Racing down the
hairpin turns of the Riviera in the most unforgettable
finale James Patterson has ever written, Alex Cross
confronts the truth of the Wolf's identity, a revelation that
even Cross himself may be unable to survive.

I, Alex Cross Detective Alex Cross is pulled out of a
family celebration and given the devastating news
that his niece, Caroline, has been found brutally
murdered. Cross vows to hunt down the killer, and
soon learns that Caroline was mixed up in one of
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Washington's wildest scenes. And she was not this
killer's only victim. The search leads Cross to a place
where every fantasy is possible, if you have the
credentials to get in. Alex is soon facing down some
very important, very protected, very dangerous
people in levels of society where only one thing is
certain - they will do anything to keep their secrets
safe. Cross Fire Detective Alex Cross is planning his
wedding to the woman he loves, Brianna Stone. But
this blissful existence begins to unravel when Cross
is called to the scene of the perfectly executed
assassination of two of Washington DC's most
corrupt and publically hated political figures. As more
crooked politicians are picked off with similar longrange shots, public opinion is divided - is the
marksman a vigilante or a hero? Media coverage of
the case explodes, and the FBI assigns agent Max
Siegel to the investigation. As Cross and Siegel
battle over jurisdiction, Alex receives a call from his
deadliest adversary, Kyle Craig. The Mastermind is
in DC and will not stop until he has eliminated Cross,
and his family, for good.
Toby’s life was perfectly normal… until it was
unravelled by something as simple as a blood test.
Taken from his family, Toby now lives in the Death
House; an out-of-time existence far from the modern
world, where he, and the others who live there, are
studied by Matron and her team of nurses. They’re
looking for any sign of sickness. Any sign of their
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wards changing. Any sign that it’s time to take them
to the sanatorium. No one returns from the
sanatorium. Living in his memories of the past, Toby
spends his days fighting his fear. But then a new
arrival in the house shatters the fragile peace, and
everything changes. Because everybody dies. It’s
how you choose to live that counts.
The twenty-first novel in the bestselling Alex Cross
series
______________________________________ 'No
one gets this big without amazing natural storytelling
talent - which is what Jim has, in spades. The Alex
Cross series proves it.' LEE CHILD, international
bestselling author of the Jack Reacher series
______________________________________
Detective Alex Cross is being hunted down and his
world is crashing around him. Alex Cross has
devoted his life to protecting others, his only refuge
from the horrors of his job is his family - and his
enemies know it. He's never faced a foe like this
before. One by one, everyone he loves is being
taken from him. If Alex doesn't act fast, he'll have no
one left... The first part of a thrilling duology by
bestselling author James Patterson, followed by
HOPE TO DIE
A threat from an anonymous caller sends D. C. into
panic as Detective Alex Cross teams up with his wife
to uncover the chilling truth. An anonymous caller
has promised to set off deadly bombs in
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Washington, DC. A cruel hoax or the real deal? By
the time Alex Cross and his wife, Bree Stone,
uncover the chilling truth, it may already be too late .
. . . BookShots Lightning-fast stories by James
Patterson Novels you can devour in a few hours
Impossible to stop reading All original content from
James Patterson
Maybe you’re troubled by the disconnect between
the words you speak and the life you live. Maybe
you’d like to see your faith become more active and
life-changing in the world around you. Pastor Kerry
and Chris Shook felt that way. Even though their
calling involved preaching and teaching, they
became weary of sermons and words. They felt a
gap between what they were saying and the needs
of people around them. They decided to do
something about it. Be the Message is their story of
waking up to the gospel—not just a gospel of words
and sermons, but the gospel of intention and action
and people. They discovered a profound secret: You
Are the Gospel As they explored the deeper truths of
scripture, the verse “the word of God lives in you”
came alive. Digging deeper, they discovered that the
gospel message is really about life message—your
life lived out. God’s call to you is simple: Be the
Message Be the Message opens up a new world of
understanding about what God calls you to. As the
Shooks learned, the gospel is not about what you
say. It’s about who you are and what you do—and
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how you can be God’s hands and feet in the world.
What would happen if we talked about God less and
walked with God more? Be the Message reminds us
that Christianity was meant to be a faith of action,
not a faith of words. Yet often we sacrifice doing
something for the sake of talking about it. When we
actually act out on our faith, we find our faith grows
even more. You can do more than nothing. People’s
lives are changed when you allow your life to be the
gospel to the world. Living out the gospel in the
world today is both simple and costly. The Shooks
explore that paradox through biblical stories and
their own experience of making a decision to live out
the gospel in practical ways. Choosing to be the
gospel changed their family, church and personal
relationships with God. How can it change your life?
Detective Alex Cross is being stalked by a psychotic
genius, forced to play the deadliest game of his
career. Cross's family-his loving wife, Bree, the wise
and lively Nana Mama, and his precious childrenhave been ripped away. Terrified and desperate,
Cross must give this madman what he wants if he
has any chance of saving the most important people
in his life. The stakes have never been higher: What
will Cross sacrifice to save the ones he loves?
Widely praised by the greatest crime and thriller
writers of our time, Cross My Heart set a jawdropping story in motion. Hope to Die propels Alex
Cross's greatest challenge to its astonishing finish.
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